
MAX WEBER S CONCEPT OF ALIENATION

Social alienation is "a condition in social relationships reflected by a low degree of integration . Marx's theory of
alienation is articulated most clearly in the Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts of and The German Ideology . Critics
of bureaucracy and the Protestant Ethic also drew on the works of Max Weber.

We use this consciousness to develop, transform and build upon our previous actions whereas other animals
lack this reflective quality Fisher,  Freund,  Results of anomie are increased deviance like suicide, crime, etc.
Along with industrialisation came capitalism and the spread of rationality and alienation. Its alien character
emerges clearly in the fact as soon as no physical or other compulsion exists, it is avoided like the plague.
Varied concepts of alienation and self-estrangement were used to link internal schizoid states with observable
symptoms and with external socioeconomic divisions, without necessarily explaining or evidencing
underlying causation. Such an assumption is often found in analyses and descriptions of deviant behaviour and
in the work of such theoreticians as Robert K. They are alienated from the production work itself, which is
entirely directed by someone else, highly specific in nature, repetitive, and creatively unrewarding. Work is
something that you enjoy doing because the desire to work is in our nature and is an inherently social activity
with the intention of benefiting the whole group. March Learn how and when to remove this template message
Because of intense group solidarity and unique daily hardships brought by combat, many veterans feel
alienated from citizens, family, and friends when they return. In the 18th century, there was a massive change
in the way that people viewed the world during the Enlightenment period. Geyer xxiii believes
meaninglessness should be reinterpreted for postmodern times: "With the accelerating throughput of
information [ Modernisation began to happen, debatably, during the 16th, 17th, and 18th centuries, also known
as the Enlightenment period, when the way of life in the West rapidly began to change and the existing social
structure began to be questioned. This was because the theories were based on a society where there was a
distinction between those who worked on the land and those who owned it, and in many other rural areas there
was a completely different social dynamic. It is the guiding principle behind bureaucracy and the increasing
division of labor. New York: Prometheus Books. But, they did hold similar views regarding man's loss of
connectedness to society and to his natural self. Calvinists were to some extent the more extreme section
within the Protestant religion and adhered to strict self control and were ascetics; they tried to better their
chances of going to heaven by throwing themselves into their calling and denying all worldly pleasures. Karl
Marx speaks about Alienation and Critique of Capitalism. Weber argued that men could no longer engage in
socially significant action unless they joined a large-scale organization. Start Your Free Trial Today The
definitions of alienation given aboveâ€”powerlessness, meaninglessness, normlessness, cultural estrangement,
social isolation, and self-estrangementâ€”can serve only as a rough guide because there can be radically
different conceptions of the idea within any one of the categories. Labour symbolises the change that society
has undergone during modernisation where we labour in order to survive, not 3 SLSP Sociological Thinking
Assessed Essay. Costas and Fleming suggest that although the concept of self-estrangement "has not
weathered postmodern criticisms of essentialism and economic determinism well", the concept still has value
if a Lacanian reading of the self is adopted. Finally, charismatic authority rests on the appeal of leaders who
claim allegiance because of the force of their extraordinary personalities. The fact that the riots subsequently
spread to Belgium, Denmark, Germany, the Netherlands, Spain, Greece, and Switzerland, illustrates that not
only did these communities feel segregated from mainstream society, but also that they found a community in
their isolation; they regarded themselves as kindred spirits". More of everything. The lifestyles of those
following the Protestant ethic were strictly non-indulgent, and so because they were so hard working they
would spend very little of their profits on themselves but instead would reinvest it into the community or
businesses. Therefore, the very nature of large scale organization makes oligarchy within these organizations
inevitable. The main features of rationalisation are efficiency, bureaucracy, dealing with large numbers of
people, a focus on increased production levels, calculation and a loss of creativity for those involved in the
labour. Figures associated with critical theory , in particular with the Frankfurt School , such as Theodor
Adorno and Erich Fromm , also developed theories of alienation, drawing on neo-Marxist ideas as well as
other influences including neo-Freudian and sociological theories. At the time, their theories on society were
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applicable to specific conditions in only a few places. The appeal of Jesus Christ, for example, one of the most
important charismatics in history, was partly based on tradition as well. The early thinkers can be described as
classical theorist. The workers at the plants were treated as all other inmates in the camp. Farben's synthetic
rubber Buna plants at Auschwitz are a good example of the relationship between corporate profits and Nazi
goals. Internal documents were destroyed, and pressure was put on executives and engineers alike to be team
players J. London: Sage. Marx believed that alienation is a systematic result of capitalism. Because of
bureaucracy's superiority over other forms of organization, they have proliferated and now dominate modern
societies.


